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1. INTRODUCTION
Maritime safety has been one of the basic domain of interest of the Waterborne transport Programme
during the period covered by the IVth Framework Programme for Research and Development (1995-
1999). However only very few projects did specifically address safety issues related to fast vessels.

The FASS project (FASS standing for fast ships safety) the outcomes of which are reviewed in this report
deals with only one - although important - aspect of the safety problems induced by the development of
fast vessels traffic within European waters.

It focuses indeed on the analysis of navigational situations resulting from mixing up in a given area of a
traffic of fast ships together with traffic of other types (conventional cargo ships, recreational boats, etc.)
of ships.

Both the FASS project objective and its approach, as specified in the project Technical annex are actually
rather simple.

On one hand the project aims are :

•  assessing the risks resulting from potentially dangerous navigational situations involving fast
ships,

•  identifying procedures allowing to reduce the levels of risks,

•  designing adequate means to enhance the qualification level of personnel responsible of the
conduct of fast vessels.

On the other hand, simulation is seen as the common method allowing to assess risks, develop and test
mitigation procedures, and training.

In addition to a work package (WP 6 ) covering the managerial activities linked to the project, the project
is essentially composed of five work packages as follows :

•  WP 1 State of the art
•  WP 2 Fast Ships navigational safety requirement
•  WP 3 operational procedures analysis and assessment
•  WP 4 Training
•  WP 5 Project assessment

Parts 2 to 6 inclusive of the report will accordingly be devoted to a synthesis of the information provided
in the various documents already issued giving details on the work carried out by the consortium
(deliverables related to WP 1, 2, 3, 4  - technical report on WP 5).

Parts 2 to 6 inclusive will address in that order the methods that have been implemented and the specific
findings of each activities.

Let us point out at this stage that the FASS project essentially intended to explore to which extent
simulation was able to provide useful means to assess risks involved in hazardous situations occurring at
sea, and to design investigation processes. Parts 2 to 6 inclusive of the report will therefore elaborate on
that issue. However it should be kept in mind that the project was also aiming at supporting simulation by
a limited application of the formal safety assessment (FSA) methodology.

Part 7 of the report will discuss as a specific topic the possible needs for a revision of the rules of the
road, i.e. the COLREG’s which currently govern the behaviour of ships whatever their type when
engaged in collision situations.
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Under the heading conclusions, (Part 8 of the report), the report ends up by a general appraisal of the
project, followed by proposals for further actions.

Attention will be drawn in particular on :

•  the possible contributions to the assessment of risks involved in navigational situations of both
FSA based methods and fast simulation

•  and on those of adequate full mission simulators to the design of suitable navigational procedures
and training courses.
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2. FASS WORKPACKAGES
2.1 GENERAL

As aforesaid FASS objective was:
•  To appraise on Formal and Scientific basis the navigation risk factors and level of safety of fast

vessel operations.
•  To define safety requirements of fast vessel operations and concrete actions to reach them by

the means of:
o performance criteria related to fast ship navigational equipment taking account of the

specific human factors involved,
o operational procedures enhancing the safety of manoeuvres at sea and in the approaches to

ports,
o suitable operators training courses and tools.

Two yardsticks were used to reach project goals :
•  A formal one by comparison with Formal Safety Assessment and state of art;
•  A scientific one by use of simulation and expert rating method.

So the baseline of the project includes four main parts:

WP 1: Collecting data on the state on the art
•  existing knowledge about navigation safety and existing fast ships characteristics and operations,

in order to provide sufficient and adequate data to develop the project on scientific basis.
•  Literature review : It consists in an analysis of the documents currently available providing

factual information that may be considered as well established and recognised as such by the
maritime community.

•  Inquiries: aim at completing the set of necessary data through interviews of professionals well
aware of specific aspects of the current situation and future trends, able to express views which
are not already in the public domain. In addition those inquiries aim at identifying which new
detection technologies (floating objects - collision avoidance) and all weather vision technologies
(night, fog, etc.) would contribute to enhance fast vessels safety.

WP 2, 3 and 4: Simulation had been used three times, once jointly with Formal safety assessment
method:

•  WP 2: to assess navigation risks and today level of safety;
•  WP 3: to define safety requirements and establish procedures to reach them;
•  WP 4: to give tools to operators to learn, train and use the above procedures.

WP 5: The project ended with an assessment based on a multicriteria analysis to measure in either
qualitative or quantitative terms the impact on safety of procedures and measures.
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2.2 WP 1: STATE OF THE ART

2.2.1. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.2.1.1 Fast ships inventory

To define the State of the Art in the High Speed Maritime Transport field, the sole international official
document available was used: the H.S.C. Code (High Speed Craft Code), issued by I.M.O. in 1995.
Besides such official document, the following documents had been taken into account:

•  publications of the Classification Institutes who, on the basis of the HSC Code, issued the rules
for the building of the Fast Ships

•  bibliography, wide as much as possible, issued by specialised technical magazines

•  proceedings of meetings on this subject having particular importance.

Furthermore, have been taken into account the results of other researches developed by Consortia which
participated to the III and IV Frame Programmes for Research and Development, promoted by the
European Union Commission.

The following types of HSC had been studied:

•  Hovercraft
•  Hydrofoil/catamaran (multihulls)
•  SES (Surface Effect Ship)
•  SWATH (Small Water Area Twin Hull)
•  Monohull

A non exhaustive list of these various ships was established, indicating the year of built, the building
country, the type and the owner's country. This list gives an idea of the distribution between catamarans,
hydrofoils and monohulls.
The greatest difficulty to face carrying out this work was the lack of records and statistics.
Further, the construction principles of High Speed Crafts were based on DSC (Dynamically Supported
Craft Code) of 1997 (recommended by I.M.O.) on which all the Ships built before the issue of HSC Code
were based.

The collected information was updated until 20th August 1997: ferries examined and in operation (or
which will enter in service shortly, as for example, B60 which will be the faster Ship in the world sailing
at 57 knots and the Italian MVD 3000 Jupiter which will be the largest ship in the world being 146 m
long and having a capacity of 1800 passengers plus 460 cars) are 1323.
392 Ships responding to the minimum definition of Fast Ship have been drawn out, being able to sail at
35 knots, even if, some of these Ships are not subject to HSC Code since they have been built before it
came in force (but subject to the previous DSC Code). It was deduced that the difference between the two
groups (931) is able to sail between 25 and 34,9 knots. So was made a list of the most used types of
Ships:
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Position Type of Ship Total number
of ships

Number of ships
sailing at over

35 knots

1st Catamarans 603 177
2nd Hydrofoils 372 110
3rd Monohull 216 39
4th S.E.S. 81 29
5th Hovercraft 47 35
6th Swath (*)

(*) None of these Ships is included in the I.M.O. category of the «Fast Ships» because they represent a
very recent technology since their construction is dated around the middle of years 90.

On the basis of the above, was deduced that within the Ships examined, 255 started the service between
1995 and 1999. This means that, all the ships sailing at more than 35 knots are, or will be, subject to HSC
Code with more restrictive rules if compared to the ones stated by the old DSC Code. During the last two
years (1995/1997) the building trend of the Shipyards changed. In fact, as understood from Classification
Institutes representatives, the Shipyards are proposing to the customers more Monohulls than Catamarans,
while representatives of some English Ship Owners informed that Hovercrafts will be put out of service
within a short/medium period.

2.2.1.2 EUROPEAN AND WORLD-WIDE LINES

2.2.1.2.1 EUROPE

 The following table provides the number of available services:
 

 Area  Crossing  Local  Coastline  Total

 Atlantic area  48  0  2  50
 Baltic  132  0  16  148
 Mediterranean  375  189  2  566
 North sea  78  0  28  106
 Total  633  198  48  870

 
 Geographical distribution of ferry lines

 
 The types of vessels which were used in the different ferry services can be seen in the next table.
 
 

 Area  catamaran  hovercraft  hydrofoil  Jet-foil  Normal  Total

 Atlantic area  0  0  4  0  46  50
 Baltic  2  0  4  0  142  148
 Mediterranean  10  0  58  0  498  566
 North sea  4  2  0  2  98  106
 Total  16  2  66  2  784  870

 
 Types of ferries as used in the different ferry lines
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2.2.1.2.2 WORLD

Analysing the operators in the field, we found out that the operative areas are: North Sea, Baltic Sea,
Mediterranean Sea with particular emphasis to the Aegean Sea, South America with particular emphasis
to Rio de la Plata, Antilles Archipelago, Australia with some lines in Oceania (Tahiti), Far East (South
Korea, Japan, China and Hong Kong in particular), Malaysia, Indonesian Islands and Philippines.

A rough analysis outlines that, potentially the area destined to the greatest development in the future, is
the Mediterranean Sea where are already active various traffic lines between E.U. Countries
(Italy/Italian Islands, Italy/Corsica, France/Corsica only, Spain/Balearic Islands, Greece/its Archipelagos
either in the Aegean or Ionic Seas). On the contrary, the connections between these E.U. Countries (Italy,
France, Spain and Greece) are still very poor.

There is a certain traffic in the Adriatic Sea (Italy/Croatia and Slovenia, Italy/Albania, either by Italian
Ships or Ships of the above mentioned Countries).

The connections between the south side and north side of the Mediterranean Sea are very poor as well
as the connections to Cyprus and Malta.

Baltic Sea and North Sea are structurally connected.

Consolidated lines are operating between the United Kingdom and Ireland, France (major number of
lines), Holland, Belgium and Germany. These lines are run either by Ships flying the U.K. flag or by
Ships flying flags of the connected Countries.

The Baltic Sea seems to be a typical net. In fact there are many interconnections between the
Scandinavian Countries and Finland, and the south side of the Baltic Sea (Poland, Estonia, Lithuania and
Germany). The number of operators is very large and the trend is indicating a constant increasing of the
traffic employing Ships more and more technologically advanced.

Changing the geographical area, we note that in the Plata Estuary there are 12 lines connecting
Argentina and Uruguay.

Potentially, also the Mexico Gulf and the Caribbean Area are interested in the development of the high
speed transport. Venezuela, Guatemala, Panama, Cuba, Virgin Islands and Mexico have about 30 Ships
operating in their areas. Nevertheless, taking into account the expanse of the Caribbean Basin, certainly
we cannot say that the High Speed traffic is very heavy.

Australia and New Zealand developed a High Speed traffic, in fact there are about 100 Ships operating
in that area, but, taking once again into account the expansion of that basin, we can affirm that they are
still at the early beginning.

Hong Kong is an area with very heavy traffic. There are 32 lines connecting Hong Kong to China and 10
lines connecting Hong Kong to Macao, but as much as 150 ships are operating between China and Hong
Kong. Taking into account the operative basin, we can properly define this area as a heavy traffic zone.

Japan is the Country which developed the most important High Speed traffic, having more than 200
Ships also operating with the South Korea.

A good international traffic has been developed in South-East Asia between Singapore, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Philippines with many already scheduled traffic lines.
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2.2.2 RULES

2.2.2.1 INTERNATIONAL

HSC Code, which is the basic document, has been examined in the parts covering the safety of the Ships
and of the Ship’s Operators while the ship’s building regulations have been disregarded since they are the
competence of Classification Institutes. This code has been issued after the DSC Code (Dynamically
Supported Craft), issued in 1977.

SOLAS 74 and further amendments or IMS Code came into force after the building of the Ships
mentioned above and are fully compliant with HSC Code and not with other previous codes.

STCW 78 and further amendments of STCW 95 have been issued before the HSC Code became into
force. Therefore all the Operators’ qualification certificates regarding any type and level, are referred to
the Administrations of the Countries «part» of the Convention.

COLREG’s should probably be updated, taking into account the shorter decision time required to the
Fast Ferries operators to avoid collision at sea. Even if the accidents involving Fast Ships have been less
than generally is supposed (without any statistic support), the increase of high speed maritime transport
makes more and more probable a great accident with a considerable impact on the public opinion. One of
the most urgent request is the normalisation of the routes in all the areas where Fast Ships are sailing.
Rules regulating the «navigation corridors» are continuously and urgently requested, especially to avoid
problems that the pleasure crafts navigation may create to the commercial navigation. Furthermore, are as
well requested rules able to relieve the impact of the Fast Ships on the conventional traffic, especially
approaching to multi-functional Ports either in North Europe or in the Mediterranean area.

2.2.2.2 NATIONAL

Present survey of National High Speed Craft Regulations

Countries Remarks

Germany There are different local/regional HSC relations of up to 15 detailed rules laid down by the
maritime authorities in Hamburg, Lübeck and Stralsund

Poland There are no national HSC regulations, Poland applies SOLAS 74179 chapter X, HSC Code etc.
HSC’s have to comply with general Harbour Regulations issued in 1993

Lithuania
Latvia

Addresses of maritime authorities are still to be found…

Russia There are no national HSC regulations and also no local regulations by the Maritime
Administration of the Port of St. Petersburg (version 1998).

Estonia
Finland

Bi-national HSC regulation containing 7 operational recommendations for HSC traffic between
Tallinn and Helsinki laid down by the Finnish Maritime Administration and the Estonian National
Maritime Board (Annex to the permit No. 1082/96 entered into force 29 April 1996)

Sweden There are no national HSC regulations, Sweden applies international rules like HSC code, STCW
convention, COLREGS. The Swedish Maritime Administration is aware of a lot of shortcomings in
these conventions regarding HSCS. A study has been carried out concerning navigational and
operational problems and, together with the other Nordic countries, risk assessments regarding
HSC traffic. In some waters speed limits by the local authorities

Norway There are national HSC regulations laid down by the Norwegian Maritime Directorate based on
the HSC Code with a few extra requirements concerning navigational equipment applicable to all
Norwegian HSC from 24 m and above (entering into force on 1 July 1998).

Denmark There are some national HSC regulations laid down by the Danish Maritime Authority
concerning Wake Wash effects (Order No. 307 entered into force on 17 May 1997) and concerning
the registration of navigational data on board 1-ISC (Technical Regulation No. 9 entered into force
1 April 1998) as well as a "Report on the Impact of High-Speed Ferries on the external
Environment" and a "Technical Investigation of Wake Wash from Fast Ferries".
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Note: The French administration recently issued local rules for HSC’s for Nice and Corsica’s harbour
approaches.

Areas of existing HSC regulations on national/local level

Prevailing HSC
Regulations concerning

Denmark Estonia
Finland

Germany Lithuania
Latvia

Norway Poland Russia Sweden
 7)

Service area X X X
Environmental
conditions

X 1) X X

Crew X X
Navigational equipment X 2) X 3) X 4) X 6)
Navigational organisation X
Traffic X
Other X 5)

Remarks:
1)  Wake wash effects are considered according to "Technical Investigation of Wake Wash from Fast

Ferries".
2)  Only equipment for an automatic electronic collection, registration and storing of navigational data

regarding for the minimum position, speed, course, water depth and time on board all High Speed
Crafts is considered.

3)  Only binoculars for use at night on the navigation bridge is considered.
4)  Application of radar equipment with approval for HSC crafts.
5)  Local maximum speed limits depend on the extent of wake wash caused by the HSC ferry type.
6)  A few extra requirements over and above the HSC code concerning compasses, log depth sounder and

radar etc. Apart from this the code is followed.
7)  Present ongoing studies are aiming at future amendments to the international regulations.

2.2.3 TECHNOLOGY

2.2.3.1 SHIP YARDS

The behaviour of a vessel in waves is an important aspect to assess whether a vessel can be used under
many different weather conditions. Vertical accelerations are of large importance to assess the degree of
comfort for passengers. The probability of slamming and green water on deck are the results of the
motions of a vessel but these probabilities have an impact on the structural integrity of vessels, known to
be constructed as light as possible.
The intensity of ship motions is being affected to a large extent by the difference between the specific
response of the vessel (heave and pitch frequencies) to a disturbance in still water and the frequencies of
encounter of the oncoming waves, as well as damping of the ship hull to these motions. The specific
response of a ship to heaving and pitching in still water is determined by the distribution of mass and the
characteristics of the waterline plane.
A quick examination of the technology state-of-the-art in Europe, confirms that, starting from the
beginning of years 90, the technological level has been considerably improved and in particular that if the
technology transfer from military to civil fields continues to be increased the safety in navigation will
reach more acceptable levels. Then it will be necessary to define the rules able to optimise these new
technologies through a traffic integrated management.

2.2.3.2 SHIP’S MODELS

Normal manoeuvring models should be used in manoeuvring studies and simulator studies. This would
signify that these models need to have the same structure as the models which are normally used. The
development of a mathematical model based on theoretical considerations is not an easy way to go. This
path is not yet fully used for the calculation of the mathematical coefficients of more conventional vessels
and although some experts claim that they are able to determine the coefficients, this issue is still in
doubt. The progress in the science here has been substantial, nevertheless a theoretical model providing
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all linear and non linear coefficients on the basis of the dimensions of the conventional vessel and its
appendages is not yet possible. The difficulty is that in non-linear model so many coefficients need to be
adapted that one is not able to find an optimum solution in a relatively short time. In any way the problem
of not having manoeuvring models is restricted to a realistic representation of the ship’s characteristics in
simulators at high speed.
One may expect that due to the large propulsion powers being used the required properties at high speed
can always be obtained. This might not always be the case when the fast vessel is manoeuvring near the
terminal at low speed and adverse environmental conditions.

2.2.3.3 EQUIPMENTS

To take account of the velocity of fast ships existing sensors should be capable of :
•  higher rate to refresh data delivered by different sensors,
•  higher rate to refresh data on the display unit,
•  better figures of merit thus for range of vision, range to detect ships of small dimensions (down

to sail boards) or quality of inertial central unit (deviation).
 
 New sensors seem necessary or desirable such as:

•  detectors of obstacles which are characterised by small signatures (for instance radar cross
section), just on the sea surface or partly submerged, stationary as rocks or drifting as trunks,

•  measurers of the sea state around the ship and of the atmospheric conditions,
•  imagers to visualise the coasts (maps) or the obstacles with a helpful identification,
•  automatic recognition of dangers especially thanks to trajectory estimators and set on devices to

aware people in charge of the navigation. These must have all the required data to quickly
evaluate the state. It implies in particular to think of the better design of the control room, the
man machine interfaces and all implements facilitating decisions,

•  assistance to night vision,
•  devices enabling other ships to identify the FAS as a high velocity sailing boat.

 
 The obstacles to be considered are:

•  the reefs,
•  the fishing boats (which are on purpose ‘discrete’ on non authorised areas),
•  the sailing boats,
•  the dead or alive cetaceans,
•  the timbers,
•  the lost containers,
•  the buoys and the wrecks drifting and unknown,

2.2.4 ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS

The accidents with Fast Ships during the last 40 years are very few. This is probably due to the fact that
the Fast Ships represent a minimum percentage of the Ships in navigation and, at least up today, are
employed in short-medium routes (Short Sea Shipping- Coastal trade). Then it is extremely difficult to
obtain information about accidents, excluding the ones reported by the media with great emphasis. The
types of accidents we have some information about, have been summarised in a speech made by «The
Royal Institution of Naval Architects» during a Meeting held in London in Spring 1997.

During the period 1989-1998, 22 accidents have been recorded.

The results of the analysis shows the following classification:
•  Collisions with another Ship;
•  Stranding;
•  Contacts with piers, reefs or buoys;
•  Engine failures;
•  Fire in engine room or in car deck.
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The causes of the accidents are:
•  Human error (directly or not directly) 90%
•  Equipment failure (engines or navigation instruments) 9,5%
•  Fatality 0,5%.

Accidents, or incidents, due to Wake wash must be highlighted. In many countries in Europe complaints
were filed against the waves generated by fast vessels. It was claimed that these waves were larger than
the waves generated by conventional ferries. The general public thought that these waves reduced the
safety for small ships, posed risks for the people on the beaches, affected adversely the erosion of the
coastal regions and put the environment at risk. Also reports were made about violent motions of small
craft in marinas.
It seems that the wake washes generated by HSC’s are different from those induced by slower velocity
boats. They look like an unpredictable swell not visible from the surface that breaks on the nearby coast at
a high speed.
 To reduce, or cancel, wake wash different types of measures are proposed:

•  the decrease of velocity (speed limitation) near the coasts and at the entrance of harbours: it is
encouraged by local rules (see for instance rules issued by the Maritime Prefect of NICE)

•  the designing of ships for low wake
•  the site route optimisation: working out contingency plans dealing with different  vessel, traffic,

tidal and weather situations,
•  the specific designing or arrangement of the port: wave reducing constructions, choice of port

locations.

2.2.5 EDUCATION AND TRAINING

When the first Fast Ships began to operate, their personnel can be defined «self-made men». The first
operators in service learned to conduct these transport means during their construction and during the
trials at sea. This system to select the personnel is into force since a very long time and still today, it is the
more used one.
One can notice that STCW 78/95 doesn’t include any paragraph regarding the Fast Ships’ personnel,
while it has defined in detail the «minimum» requirements regarding the conventional Ships’ personnel.
So, there is a lack of rules and criteria to select the Fast Ships’ Personnel. On the contrary, in the aviation
field, detailed and precise regulations are into force, even if, the beginning of the operation of the Fast
Ships decreased the conceptual difference between the maritime transport and the air transport. Experts
underline the HUMAN ERROR. One of the solutions to decrease the human errors is to put the right
man in the right place! And, finally, the right man can be found through a psycho-attitudinal selection.

2.2.6 INTERVIEWS

In order to review the previous points about 30 interviews had be done to obtain interested experts'
opinions thanks to their experiences and knowledge. The questions were related to the factors which
interfere in the safety. They fit with current devices but also with what might lead to a risks reduction.
The most important points to notice are :

•  the selection of the personnel done by the companies does not refer to previous knowledge on
HSC’s;

•  the navigation aids ensure a safe sailing but when trying to investigate deeper in the explanations
it immediately arises that the confidence we must have in the answers is very poor…
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2.2.7 WP1 CONCLUSIONS

•  Some problems existing before the entering into force of the HSC Code have been further
partially solved, but this was not enough to «reassure» the operators of the maritime field.

•  The technology has undoubtedly progressed and one can notice a technology transfer from the
military to the civil field; also the research is continuing and is positively developing, particularly
for object’s detection (floating or underwater) and weather knowledge.

•  But the rules and regulations situation, the support infrastructures, the selection and training of
human resources are today still extremely delayed. Also IMO is very slow in the elaboration of
new regulations and in particular to define amendments to STCW 95 Code, specifically
concerning the Fast Ships operators.
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2.3 WP 2: RISK ASSESSMENT

2.3.1 INTRODUCTION

WP 2 deals with the assessment of risks inherent to the traffic in typical sea areas where the traffic is
composed, in addition to a number of conventional ships, of one or more HSC’s. This assessment was
conducted using two different techniques :

•  Using Formal Safety Assessment;
•  Using experimental Simulation and expert’s rating.

2.3.2 RISK ASSESSMENT THROUGH FORMAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT

The scope of this analysis is to perform a FMECA (Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis) with
the following targets:

•  To identify and class in criticity level the failure modes leading to navigational incidents and
accidents;

•  To support the definition of the scenarios corresponding to the most critical navigational
situations;

•  To select priorities for further more detailed analysis;
•  To allow to look for recommendations to decrease the criticity of the highest levels.

 
 Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis is a hazard identification technique based on a single failure
concept under which each individual failure is considered as an independent occurrence with no relation
to other failures in the system, except for the subsequent effect that it might produce.
 Starting from the basic failure characteristics of elements and functional structure of the system, FMECA
systematically documents the ways equipment can fail, the possible causes, the effects these failures can
produce on system performance and ranks each potential failure according to the combination of its
severity, the occurrence probability of failure mode and the detection capability.
 These three parameters are qualitatively evaluated referring to defined levels. Four levels for probability,
consequences and un-detection are defined. The combination of these three figures (probability,
consequences, and un-detection) provides the criticity score associated to the considered failure mode.
The maximum criticity is 64.
 The analysis was conducted into the three following navigating phases :

•  Open sea;
•  Coastal area;
•  Port approach.

The following results are given for a found criticity superior or equal to 18. They are used into WP 5
(Project assessment) jointly with other results.
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2.3.2.1 OPEN SEA

Description Failure description Failure effect
C Com

Function Component Mode Cause Ship External
Floatability Hull Large deformations Human behaviour

Natural environment1
Ship
damages

None 24 1

Technical failure
Regulations

Loss of hull
integrity

Loss of human
life

24

Watch
navigating

Officers on
Watch

Omission Human behaviour
Man/machine interf.

Collision
other ship
or

External
damages

27 9

(2 officers) leisure
crafts

Loss of human
life

27

Navigating Routing Wrong information Technical failure Collision
other ship
or

External
damages

27 12

leisure
crafts

Loss of human
life

27

Comments:
1. The considered hull deformations are large ones with or without rupture of the hull and therefore with

possible linkage or flooding. The deformations can be induced by accident following human errors
(Human behaviour), collision with floating obstacles or heavy seas (Natural environment), failure due
to design or building errors (Technological), inadequacy of the Classification Society or IMO rules
and regulations (Regulations).

2. Omission corresponds to a no action induced by a failure due to an error from Officer on Watch
(Human behaviour) or a wrong interpretation due to ergonomy (MMI) leading to a no action in a
dangerous situation with the result of a wrong speed and/or heading.

3. The Wrong information can be induced by a component failure (Technical failure) not detected by the
crew and leading to wrong information on the ship routing and so wrong crew decisions concerning
the ship speed and/or heading.

                                                     
1 Essentially Unmarked floating objects (i.e. Timbers, Containers, Drifting nets and Cetaceans)
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2.3.2.2 COASTAL AREA

Description Failure description Failure effect
C Com

Function Component Mode Cause Ship External
Floatability Hull Large

deformations
Human behaviour
Natural environment2

Technical failure
Regulations

Ship
damages

None
24

1

Watch
navigating

Officers on
Watch (2
officers)

Omission Human behaviour Grounding-
stranding

Wreck 24 7

Navigation Routing Wrong information Technical failure Collision
other ship
or
leisure
crafts

External
damages 27

11

Loss of human
life

27

Contact
installation
s

External
damages

27

Loss of human
life

27

Grounding-
stranding

Wreck 36

Human
injuries

27

Comments:
1. The considered hull deformations are large ones with or without rupture of the hull and therefore with

possible linkage or flooding. The deformations can be induced by accident following human errors
(Human behaviour), collision with floating obstacles or steep (ground) seas (Natural environment),
failure due to design or building errors (Technological), inadequacy of the Classification Society or
IMO rules and regulations (Regulations).

2. The Watching Navigating errors are typically from the crew. They can be induced by crew work
overload, inaptitude’s (Human behaviour), or bad weather conditions (Natural environment), or high
density complex surrounding traffic (Traffic) or inadequacy of the COLREG or local navigation rules
(Regulations).Two possible human behaviours are concerned : erroneous action (Wrong action) or no
action although necessary (Omission). The result will be a wrong speed and/or heading.

3. The Wrong information can be induced by a component failure (Technical failure) not detected by the
crew and leading to wrong information on the ship routing and so wrong crew decisions concerning
the ship speed and/or heading.

                                                     
2 Essentially Unmarked floating objects (i.e. Timbers, Containers, Drifting nets and Cetaceans)
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2.3.2.3 PORT APPROACH

Description Failure description Failure effect C Com
Function Component Mode Cause Ship External

Floatability Hull Large deformations Human behaviour
Natural environment3

Technical failure
Regulations

Ship
damages

None
24

1

Power Propulsion Lub oil fuel lines Human behaviour Loss of
floatability

Wreck 24 4

production plant rupture Technical failure
Regulations

Loss of human
life

24

Heading
control

Steering gears Failure Human behaviour
Technical failure
Racking

Grounding-
stranding

Wreck
24

5

Crew orders
transmission

Commands
Steering and
propulsion

Omission Human behaviour
Technical failure
Man/machine interf.

Grounding-
stranding

Wreck
24

6

Watch
navigating

Officers on
Watch

Omission Human behaviour Contact
installation
s

External
damages 27

7

(2 Officers) Loss of human
life

27

Grounding- Wreck 36
stranding Human

injuries
27

Information
orders

VTS Wrong information Human behaviour
Natural environment

Grounding-
stranding

Wreck 24 9

Navigation Routing Equipment failure Technical failure Grounding-
stranding

Wreck 24 11

Wrong information Technical failure Collision
other ship
or

External
damages

27 12

leisure
crafts

Loss of human
life

27

Contact
installation
s

External
damages

27

Loss of human
life

27

Grounding- Wreck 36
stranding Human

injuries
27

Monitoring Equipment failure Technical failure Grounding-
stranding

Wreck 24 13

                                                     
3 Essentially Unmarked floating objects (i.e. Timbers, Containers, Drifting nets and Cetaceans)
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Comments:
1. The considered hull deformations are large ones with or without rupture of the hull and therefore with

possible linkage or flooding. The deformations can be induced by accident following human errors
(Human behaviour), collision with floating obstacles or steep (ground) seas (Natural environment),
failure due to design or building errors (Technological), inadequacy of the Classification Society or
IMO rules and regulations (Regulations).

2. Luboil fuel lines rupture may lead to explosion in the propulsion plant and be induced by component
failure due to a human error or poor maintenance (Human behaviour), a component failure due to
material or building defects (Technical failure), an inadequacy of the Classification Society rules
allowing the possibility of a minor failure to induce an explosion (Regulations).

3. The steering gears failure can be the result of an error of maintenance or poor maintenance (Human
behaviour) or a component failure due to a material or building defect (Technical failure). The result
will be the loss of manoeuvring capability.

4. The Crew orders transmission failure corresponds to an error of maintenance or poor maintenance of
command of the steering gears (Human behaviour), the failure of the command system such as
software errors or equipment failure (Technical failure) or wrong interpretation due to ergonomy
(MMI) leading to a wrong speed or wrong heading. It can induce an erroneous voluntary action
(Wrong action) or a lack of action (Omission).

5. The Watching Navigating errors are typically from the crew. They can be induced by crew work
overload, inaptitude’s (Human behaviour), or bad weather conditions (Natural environment), or high
density complex surrounding traffic (Traffic) or inadequacy of the COLREG or local navigation rules
(Regulations).Two possible human behaviours are concerned : erroneous action (Wrong action) or no
action although necessary (Omission). The result will be a wrong speed and/or heading.

6. The wrong information can be due to errors, inattention or inaptitude of the VTS personnel (Human
behaviour) or to very bad meteorological conditions not allowing the VTS personnel to detect a
dangerous situation (Natural environment).

7. The equipment failure can be induced by a component failure (Technical failure). The result will be
wrong information to the crew leading to error in commands leading to wrong speed and/or heading.

8. The Wrong information can be induced by a component failure (Technical failure) not detected by the
crew and leading to wrong information on the ship routing and so wrong crew decisions concerning
the ship speed and/or heading.

9. The equipment failure can be induced by a component failure (Technical failure). The result will be a
wrong information to the crew leading to error in commands leading to wrong speed and/or heading.
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2.3.3 RISK ASSESSMENT THROUGH PERFORMED SIMULATION

Simulation is a means to collect information when it is impossible or too difficult to acquire enough data
to analyse a given phenomenon which cannot be observed otherwise than locally. Therefore resorting to
simulation may be felt adequate to analyse situations depending on the movements of ships at sea.
Clearly however, data which are needed to evaluate the probability of occurrence of specified
accidents/incidents are far from being as much complex than those allowing for the evaluation of the
expected value of damages resulting from any given type of accidents.
Simulation will therefore concentrate on the evaluation of the following three categories of navigational
situations :

•  collisions,
•  hitting floating objects,
•  groundings.

It should be noted in addition that simulation of such situations may a priori
•  either aim at gathering enough data to be able to further process those data by means of statistical

analysis, thus allowing, at least in theory, for the provision of absolute measures of risks,
•  or focus in each case on the comparisons of two situations : the first one so-called the ‘’with’’

situation involving the presence of one or more fast vessels, the second one so-called the
‘’without’’ situation where no fast ship is present in the area, thus allowing for a relative measure
of risks.

The second approach had been implemented in the FASS project. Simulation had been used twice:
•  Technical simulation where the simulator is used to compute data and specific parameters;
•  Operational simulation where selected scenarios are run by experts, HSC’s captains and watch

officers.

2.3.3.1 TECHNICAL SIMULATION

The following three scenarios had been run :

Scenarios Topic
Container Immerged obstacles avoidance such as

containers.
Jobourg Watch keeper stress in dense navigation
Pericritic Ship domains

2.3.3.1.1 CONTAINER

One cannot expect to detect  very far, by sight or by radar, an hardly emerging container.
An earlier detection of the obstacle may allow to decide to :

•  manoeuvre to avoid the collision,
•  slacken speed to mitigate the effect of the collision.

If the obstacle is detected at first on the radar or by a look-out taking sight of it, there will be a delay from
the initial detection to the moment when the watch officer is able to manoeuvre. So long that the watch
officer himself does not catch sight of the obstacle, he will be unable to decide a safe manoeuvre  Then,
the probabilities to avoid collision depend on whether or not the watch officer catch the obstacle in sight
earlier enough to handle a safe manoeuvre. An approximate handling may cause more damages than
keeping straight course. The corner of the container under the water may tear the hull side when the ship
turns. Until the watch officer can keep sight, slacken the speed would be a precautionary measure, limited
by need to maintain the ship able to manoeuvre and with respect to the security of both the power plant
and the passengers.
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The result of the simulation is as follows :
Facing a risk of collision with a container, a HSC with the manoeuvre characteristics of the simulation
model would be sure to avoid it if:

•  the obstacle is detected beyond 1/2 NM
•  the watch officer get sight beyond 1/3 NM

2.3.3.1.2 JOBOURG

Mistaken behaviour of watch officers is aggravated by stress. Stress grows with burden, and burden
grows with the traffic density. JOBOURG scenarios intends to provide a rough estimate of the watch
officer’s increasing burden with the speed of the own ship.
The threshold of the bearable burden for such an officer lies on his own qualification and experience.
Given an officer in hard sailing circumstances we shall admit that the threshold will primarily depend on
the frequency of the close quarter situations he will meet, and on how long he will have to face such
circumstances.

The simulation shows that the frequency of close-quarter situations:
•  increases with the complexity of the scheme of navigation at the same speed as that of the

crossing ship,
•  may grow faster than the speed of crossing ship.

So, on a fast ship crossing a high density traffic lane, the watch officer burden .will grow with the speed
of his ship, and the complexity of the navigation scheme. The threshold of the bearable burden - that is to
say the stress threshold - is then lowered when the density of close-quarter situations grows, and also with
the lasting of the crossing. So a sequence of 6 crossing within 40 minutes (Fq =19 per hour) may be more
stressing than a sequence of 3 crossing within 15 minutes (Fq =12 per hour).
In such a simulation it was not taken into account that the crossing ship may be in each meeting in
position of stand on or give way. The study of the influence of this question, and especially the
comparison of the crossing of traffic lanes with and without separation scheme, needs to use a more
elaborate simulator.

2.3.3.1.3 PERICRITIC

Those scenarios deal with the well known critic perimeter problem: Two power-driven vessels, in sight of
one another, under command, not restricted in their abilities to manoeuvre, not engaged in fishing,
underway in such conditions that they will have to face a close-quarter situation, have to comply at first
with one and only one of the following rules:

•  rule 13 overtaking,
•  rule 14 head-on situation,
•  rule 15 crossing situation.
•  Rule 14 requires the two vessels to manoeuvre.
•  Rules 13 and 15 require one of the two vessels referred as the “Give-Way vessel” to keep out of

the way. The other vessel is referred as the Stand-On vessel.
•  Rules 16 and 17 (a) (i) lay down provisions for:

o the Give -Way which is required to take early and substantial action to keep well clear,
o the Stand-On which shall keep her course and speed.

The remaining part of rule 17 is dealing with the situation when the give-way vessel does not keep clear
the course of the stand-on or handle a manœuvre too late.

It is noticeable that a vessel is only required to maintain her course and speed in a two vessel situation. In
the event of one vessel finding herself on a collision course with two other vessels at the same time, being
in one case the give-way and the other case the stand-on , she could not be expected to keep out of the
way of one vessel and maintain her course and speed for the other.
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Hereafter the referred power-driven vessels are always considered in sight one another, under command,
not restricted in their abilities to manoeuvre and not engaged in fishing.
Simulation shows that the critical perimeter which delimited the ship domain (area out of collision risk
around the ship) is:

•  for the standard ferry from the beam to the forward half a circumference of one nautical
mile radius,

•  for the HSC model, half a circumference of one nautical mile radius extended forward to
1,7 nautical mile

It is noticeable that in the crossing with standard ships a HSC may have concern with only  ships on
forward bearings. Ships on the beam are not able to run up.

2.3.3.2 OPERATIONAL SIMULATION

Simulation scenarios were defined according to a methodology to compare HSC’s and “standard”  ferries.
The three following types of scenarios have been run :

Scenarios Topic
Giraglia-Capraja Head-on encounters

involving  HSC and standard
ferries

Anatole-Barnabe-
Casimir

Interactive Comparison of HSC and
ferries -  Crossing situations
involving 2 ships

Digitale-Epicea Interactive Comparison of HSC and
ferries -  Crossing situations
involving 3 ships

Those scenarios have been run by experts : HSC’s captains and watch officers.
The following conclusions could be maintained :

•  According to the benefit of the speed the HSC master is inclined to manoeuvre early, even
when his ship is in position to become the stand-on vessel in a crossing situation,

•  Masters of standard ferries use to get minimal distance of 1 NM between the two ships at
the CPA. The master of a HSC tries to get a minimal distance of 1,5 NM.

2.3.4 WP 2 CONCLUSIONS

Concerning HSC’s WP 2 highlights the following points :

•  Increasing workload is a high risk factor;
•  Manoeuvring qualities, compared to classical ships, is a factor of compensation;
•  HSC’s fast identification by other ships is very important.
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2.4 WP 3: OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

2.4.1 INTRODUCTION

This Workpackage deals with operational procedures for the navigation of fast ships.
The main navigational risks in general are:

•  Collision with other ships
•  Contacts to obstacles, fixed or floating, not manoeuvrable
•  Grounding
•  Problems caused by environmental, meteorological conditions

The reduction of these risks is the main objective of the project Fast Ships Safety. In this work package
the question is : Are operational procedures means to improve the safety of fast ships ?.

The HSC Code, Section 13, titled „ Navigation Equipment“, is included in the Chapter 5 of the Rules for
Classification and Construction, I – Ship Technology, Part 1 – Sea going ships of the Germanischer
Lloyd. This section is mentioning the navigation equipment in a very general way. There are additional
documents of the IMO and ISO, such as ISO/CD 16329 „Heading control systems for high speed craft“,
which present further detailed requirements for a small number of instruments.
The navigational equipment will be investigated on limits and failures on the basis of the functions to be
carried out on board of fast ships. The following functions, reduced to a very generic approach, have to be
performed. In future optimised applications of these functions should be installed in the form of an
integrated navigation system with ergonomic design:

•  Control of Position
•  Control of Course
•  Control of Speed
•  Synchronization of Time
•  Control of Environment

Such a layout must fulfil the requirements of fast vessels for a quick and plain  understandable
presentation of the essential navigation data as well as the indication of the reliability of the various
information to be processed by interdependent subsystems within the integrated navigation system.

More generally onboard conventional ships the functions control of position, course, speed, environment
in relation to the time are performed by the navigator by means of observation and stand alone
instruments. He has to carry out the functions in several steps in a time consuming way. He has to
perform a decision process as follows:

•  Collecting information
•  Evaluating  the contents of the information
•  Detecting the problem or danger
•  Developing a solution
•  Deciding
•  Acting
•  Control the action

On fast ships the time available to perform these functions is reduced and the information flow to
be collected and evaluated is increased. This will lead to a high workload and sometimes stress.
The workload has to be reduced by optimising the information process. This can be done by using
electronic means, by reducing the amount of information needed, by planning of tasks to be carried
out, by reducing the time needed to fulfil the task.
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Within this information process there is a great number of instruments used. Some of these
instruments will be integrated in a „navigation system“ to provide the information required in a
way to be processed in a reduced time and with an optimal use for safe navigation.

2.4.2 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

2.4.2.1 DEFINITIONS

In the recent years the use of operational procedures was established on board vessels with the
implementation of quality management and ISM-Code. Often the Masters and officers take the
operational procedures as a document that demonstrates the evidence of the work done and in case the
documents are not completed this accuses them of not performing their job correctly. Masters and officers
reported that the number of procedures increased and the volume of the documentation became larger and
larger in the recent time.
A generic definition of procedure is given by:

“A procedure is a structured set of coherent and logically sequenced activities that serves a special
purpose”.

So, in the framework of the study:
•  Operational  procedures used for the reduction of risks detected are risk control measures.
•  Operational procedures are a guidance and they assist the navigator :

o to perform a safe navigation,
o to prepare a proper planning of the voyage,
o to prepare a strategy for carrying out the duty,
o to reduce the workload and stress,
o to guide the bridge team and enhance the co-operation of the bridge team,
o to demonstrate that the work is done.

2.4.2.2 TARGETS

In general the functions to be carried out on board of conventional ships and fast ships are the same but
the great difference between the navigation of conventional ships compared with the navigation of fast
ships is the time factor for carrying out the navigation. So the reduced time available to navigate, to
collect information, to evaluate the situation and to decide and implement proper action is the main
problem of the navigation on board of fast ships. Other problems result from the design and lightweight
structure which make those vessels more vulnerable and sensitive in case of mechanical contacts or high
waves compared with conventional vessels.
Therefore all procedures must have the following aims:

•  Reduction of time for collecting of information
•  Reduction of information required for safe navigation
•  Reduction of verbal communication
•  Offering an optimum of information

Then the procedures to be made have to take into consideration, besides the time and the voyage, the
following elements closely connected with each other in order to perform a safe operation:

•  the type of ship
•  the navigational equipment available
•  the information available or required, to be collected
•  the persons involved.
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2.4.2.3 PROCEDURES

The ISM-Code distinguishes between “procedures for key shipboard operations” and “procedures to
respond to potential emergency situations”.
For preparing the procedures for key shipboard operations the schedule of the voyage can be used.
There will be operational procedures that have to be carried out before leaving port, during the trip and
before entering port. Additional procedures may be developed for special purposes such as taking and
disembarking the pilot, approaching an anchorage but most of the HSC do not take a pilot because they
are acquainted with the area they are sailing in.
So procedures had been established for the following operations :

•  Before starting the voyage a complete and detailed execution is necessary for a check of the:
o navigational equipment/functions
o passage planning
o crew
o environmental conditions
o seaworthiness of the vessel
o passengers
o underway navigation

•  Ship emergencies:
o main engine or steering gear failure
o collision
o stranding or grounding
o man overboard
o fire
o flooding
o search and rescue
o abandoning ship

2.4.2.4 PROCEDURE’S TESTS

The above procedures had been tested on a simulator (SUSAN) where students were trained.

There were two main objectives in this training:
•  Use of procedures
•  Safe navigation of fast vessels

The students were forced:
•  to carry out a detailed passage planning according to the requirements of this report,
•  to prepare a clear work distribution and communication within the bridge team,
•  to use the modern bridge equipment effectively,
•  to prepare and perform the communication required in the scenario,
•  to use the relevant checklists as guidance.

During these training runs the students produced an atmosphere of safe navigation, then started to get a
picture, a model of all details in their mind to run the ship safely.
The ECDIS combined with the RADAR was the main help to check position, course, speed and traffic
situation. A routine was developed in performing the voyage. The problems may arise when there are
unexpected events in the scenario.
These exercises demonstrated that an intensive voyage planning and an optimum of collected information
combined with persons who are prepared for running fast ships and are able to perform a fast decision
making process assisted by operational procedures, leads to a safe navigation.

A team of 10 experts acted as evaluators of the procedures performance.
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The general view on the evaluation shows a positive way of thinking as regards the use of operational
procedures.
All experts expect that the use of operational procedures reduces the time needed for collecting
information.
Not everyone of the experts is convinced that the use of operational procedures prepared will reduce the
information required for a safe navigation.
Some of the experts do not expect a reduction of a verbal communication by using operational
procedures.
Reduction of workload is expected by 5 experts, the other 5 were indifferent or negative.
Reduction of stress is expected by 6 experts but 2 experts were negative, and 2 were indifferent.
The question as to whether the use of operational procedures will lead to an optimised information was
answered positively but 3 gave indifferent answers and 2 answers were negative.

Will operational procedures improve the safe navigation on fast ships ? Yes, was said by 8 of 10
experts.

The main comments were :
•  Operational procedures used in a planning mode provide a chance to collect and select

information before hand. This reduces the time for the collection or speeds up a later collection,
or a good selection reduces the number of information required.

•  The experts see the problem that the user sticks too much to the procedures and is not able to
deviate from the plan. Some of them want a proper planning but do not want to use procedures.

•  A preplanning of the internal communication offers the possibility to reduce verbal
communication; external communication, well prepared according to the requirements of the
VTS or port before hand, reduces the work load at a later stage.

•  Reduction of communication means reduction of work load and stress.
•  The experts take the operational procedures as a guideline for the planning of the voyage, the

collection of the information and the fast decision making process. They require the ability of the
person using the procedures to deviate from the plan when this person notices problems, risks or
detects a gap in the plan.

2.4.3 WP 3 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experts correspond to the main results of the performance of the procedures simulation
runs with the students:

A safe navigation is possible under the following conditions:

•  The navigators have to be familiarised with the equipment used.
•  They are familiarised with the ship and its manoeuvring characteristics.
•  They have to be acquainted with the area as well as with the aids to navigation.
•  They have to be trained to make fast decisions.
•  A detailed passage planning has to be prepared before the beginning of the voyage.
•  The communication ship-shore and ship-ship has to be performed at an optimum /

minimum. All communication which can be performed before leaving port should be done
before.

•  A well organised work distribution has to be prepared and executed as agreed.
•  The internal communication has to be performed at such a level that all involved persons

are used to, and at an effective minimum.
•  The navigators must be able:

o to keep upright their vigilance in performing a constant lookout,
o to keep upright a certain amount of stress on the performance of their watch,
o not to be bored when there is nothing to be seen,
o not to carry out other tasks which are not part of the watch.
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•  The navigators have to set up in their mind:
o a complete picture of all relevant tasks to be carried out,
o a working structure according to the procedures prepared,
o a complete model of the geographical area, the aids to navigation, the track prepared,

the voyage planning.
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2.5 WP 4: TRAINING

2.5.1 INTRODUCTION

The objectives were:
•  to specify the requirements for the qualification levels of deck officers in charge of

implementation on board fast vessels of procedures as proposed in Workpackage 3, and for the
training facilities that may bring the current qualification levels up to what is required

•  to implement and assess through simulation techniques training tools complying with the
requirements.

So the requested level of knowledge and skills to be acquired by the officers on board fast ships involves:

•  to be acquainted with high speed philosophy
•  to be familiar with the on board equipment and to operate it effectively
•  to be familiarised with the ship and her manoeuvring characteristics
•  to be acquainted with the area as well as the aids for navigation
•  to know failures that may arise
•  to have a strategy to handle unexpected events
•  to be able to clearly distribute and organise the bridge team work
•  to have a clear and optimised communication among the team components.
•  to be able to make clear short and not misunderstandable communications

2.5.2 TRAINING PROGRAMME

The training programme was presented by SINDEL to the trainee taking into account the demand issued
by the ship owner commitment, this can be done during the classroom training. It must be illustrated with
the objective to be achieved, the exercise to be developed, the description of the tools at disposal of the
trainee and so on.

The programme prerequisites were the following:

•  STCW95 Management Level
Any gaps in STCW95 knowledge must be revealed in the HS training. (This knowledge must be
assessed satisfactory during HS courses)
Electronic Navigation Systems (ENS)
Limitations overall
Generic operational awareness
Compatibility with paper charts.

•  Electronic Chart Systems
The different types of systems and their legality
The sensor outputs
Geodesy – comparison with paper charts
Accuracy
Management of systems – updating and maintenance of charts
Generic operational attributes

•  Radar and ARPA
Capabilities and limitations
Collision avoidance techniques
Navigation techniques
Blind pilotage technique
Application of COLREG’s

•  Communications
Correct application of VHF procedures (according to international and local requirements)
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•  Bridge Team Management
Communications (bridge team)
Situation awareness:

o Navigation
o Collision avoidance
o Machinery state
o Emergency situations and procedures

The specific of the training requirements necessary for the fast ships conduct qualification requiring an
implementation of the proper software and updating the simulation system components according to the
ship's equipments.

So a proposed programme of training for fast ship handling must have the following arguments:

•  Bridge Team Management
Hierarchic structure/leadership
Cultural, political and group differences
Work and task distribution
Communication
Motivating bridge team
Deciding rationally
Thinking under pressure
Stress management

•  Internal Communication
Ability to communicate in the on board working language
Ability to speak in clear and unambiguous way
Ability to give clear and understandable orders
Ability to keep silent where necessary
Cockpit training

•  External Communication
Issuing a message according to RTU rules
Use of the IMO standard marine phrases
Ability to listen to English communication carried out by people from non English mother tongue

•  Voyage planning
Planning / Voyage plan
Monitoring
Documentation
Evidence
Use of checklist and procedures
Use of navigation publications

•  Ship handling
Manoeuvring characteristics
How to test the manoeuvrability of the ship
Turning circle
Stopping the vessel
Man overboard
Ship’s behaviour in deep and shallow water
Influence of trim
Squat and bank effect

•  Master – pilot  relationship
Communication
Passage planning
Bridge equipment
Qualification
Local rules and regulations
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•  Situational awareness
Knowledge
Skill
Practise/professional experience
Human factor (take a risk, avoid the risk, factor influencing human behaviour)

•  Error trapping
Risk analysis
Undue hazards
Near miss / accident
Error chain
Human factor / human error
How to communicate in an investigation

•  Use of bridge equipment
Ability to use the different instruments
Knowledge about limitations and failures of the instruments

•  Working with tugs
Different types of tugs
Different ways to fix the ropes and to work tug at the bow / tug at the stern
Towing in open waters
Communications between ship and tug
Ship’s data usable for decision regarding tug assistance

2.5.3 VALIDITY OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME

A scenario, including four parts and covering most of training situations, had been implemented on a
simulator (MISTRAL, from SINDEL, at Warsash Marine Centre UK).

The exercise included various navigation situations typical of a real navigation, furnishing the operator
with all the necessary information in order to work according to the rules currently in force.
The validation of the communication between instructor and trainee and among the training team itself
could not be completed, because of lack of human resources of different nationalities able to highlight the
difficulties of expression and/or comprehension of English language.
It is understood that the prerequisite to avoid this severe handicap to happen, is the deep knowledge of
maritime English as an essential qualification enabling to the profession, as stated by the STCW 95 itself.
The practice of the demonstrative exercises performed in the presence of the participants has taken place
in the crossings from West Solent to Southampton and in the crossing of Dover Channel from Dover to
Calais. The test related to Calais was completed with berthing operations in order to allow the utilisation
and the different possibilities offered by the joystick. After the demo, a debriefing has followed,
according to which, it has been drawn that there are differences of opinion as regards an integration of the
equipment related to ECDIS and ARPA systems.

WMC students and 18 experts were present to test the proposed exercise.
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The result of scenario run is as follows:

Assessment criteria Evaluation  *
  1     2     3     4     5

Comment

The operating scenario is
realistic ?

1 7 3

Training tools are adequate ? 1 3 7 Some remarks about the simulator
console layout.

Navigation difficulties are
realistic ?

1 4 6

Navigation difficulties are
frequent ?

2 6 3

The training system response is
valid ?

1 3 7

The training make
professionalism ?

1 3 7

*  Evaluation:  1 very poor, 2 poor, 3 sufficient, 4 good, 5 very good

Taking into account the training assessment report and the evaluation report made by IMO officials, the
conclusion of the WP4 is that the instrument built for training purposes is valid, but must be further
updated in the near future, revising the console layout from the ergonomic point of view, while the actual
structure  must be maintained when the team work training is considered as the main objective to be
reached.

Another need is the implementation in the software actually running of all the constraints coming from
the COLREG’s application, taking into account all the information acquired during the development of
the project. This need comes out, because, from many parts of the fast ship operators, it seems that the
COLREG’s need an update, taking into account the problem arising from the fast ship operational
management.

2.5.4 WP 4 CONCLUSIONS

Simulation is a good tool for operational procedures training.

Nevertheless it clearly appears that the tool developed for FASS project must be considered as a tool for
general training on monohull fast ships. If, in the future, it will be necessary to acquire a well defined
mathematical model of a catamaran or a SES, the hardware employed will probably not change in deep,
but the software will have to be implemented due to the different ways in which catamarans differ from
monohulls.

More important is that for training of a well defined type of ship operators, the ship owner company must
always provide all data needed to build the specific mathematical model of the considered ship. In this
case, following the ship owner commitment, it may be necessary to design a new layout of the considered
console fitting with reality.
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2.6 WP 5: PROJECT ASSESSMENT

2.6.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work package is to assess the impact of the implementation of operational
procedures (and other risk mitigating measures) on the safety of maritime traffic, as they will have been
identified and discussed during the course of the project. This work package discusses a multi-criteria
analysis of a comprehensive set of measures that may improve the safety of navigation of a fast vessel

It attempts to identify, using Formal Safety Assessment, risk control options that would control or
mitigate risks, as they were determined in work package 2 and uses the suggestions for risk control
options as given in work packages 3 and 4.

A special intuitive method is designed to assess the risk control capability of each option as well as the
costs. This quantification leads to a sequence of most appropriate risk control options.
The cost benefit analysis in a FSA is recommended to be very detailed. In the present report, the Costs
and the Benefits are scrutinised and are given ratings by a panel of experts, without going into detail. This
makes that the FASS project is not  a complete FSA.

WP 5 studies the following items :
•  Inventory of risk control options;

•  Appropriate risk control options that may mitigate the risk of the most crucial scenarios that have
been determined in work package 2. They are also discussed in view of the High-Speed Craft
code. It is assumed that all high-speed vessels satisfy the requirements of the HSC code.
Mitigating risk control options that will be considered are on top of the requirements of the HSC
code.

•  Risk reduction potential of each option is determined as well as the costs of each option. This is
implemented in the form of a rating. The analysis is carried out for three situations : “at sea”, in
“coastal waters” and in “port approaches”. A frequency analysis is carried out to determine the
frequency of the different scenarios.

The final result is that 10 risk control options are selected that provide the best ratings. These risk control
options will be viewed from the point of views of costs, risk reduction and the suitability to reduce risk in
each scenario.

2.6.2 RISK CONTROL OPTIONS

While informal risk management is an every day activity, structured approaches have been developed for
complex situations. These are available to enable risks to be systematically assessed, and hence
effectively managed.
The primary objective of the FSA methodology is to facilitate the design of rules and/or procedures and
other measures that are proportional to the level of risk. These rules will take full account of human error
and are equitable to all parties, thus facilitating a consensus.
While it is obvious that two high speed craft are never the same, in reality there are many different ways
how and to which extent HSC transits are organised, thus presenting each crew with its own set of
navigational and operational challenges.
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Nevertheless FSA process highlighted 5 major items:

•  Hazard Identification
•  Risk Assessment
•  Options for Reducing Risk
•  Cost Benefit Assessment
•  Decision-Making

Those items determine the corresponding information flow:

CRITERIA

Step  1
Hazards

Step  4

C.B.A.

Step  3

Options

Step  5
Decisions

Step  2
Risks

FSA Information Flow

Review

END

It can be seen that, as in any management process, there is a feedback-loop through which decisions are
reviewed, and adjustments made, if necessary. There is also the possibility, once the method is
established, to reduce acceptance criteria at the risk assessment step to enable judgements to be made
about the acceptability or otherwise of the level of risk.

Then an inventory of measures can be done:
•  Operational (These measures are regulatory. They need to be taken by the Maritime safety

Agency or a classification Society. Measures taken by the captain during the actual execution of a
voyage are excluded here)
o Proactive:

- Reduction of speed
- Instant wave measurement on route
- Fire drills by the crew of the vessel
- Evacuation drills
- Automatic people counting system
- Use of Virtual Reality during navigation
- Configurable MMI
- Use of stabilisers
- Use of joysticks in ports
- Safe manning levels
- Watch keeping procedures
- Stress monitoring
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o Remedial:
- Use of distress management system
- Automatic passengers escape routes identification and implementation for
- Automatic armed personnel transponder system
- Rules for vessels that have grounded or collided

•  Equipment
o Proactive:

- Redundancy
- AIS
- High speed RADAR
- ECDIS with RADAR overlay
- ECDIS charts with automatic updates
- Enhancement of outside view with head up display on front window of wheelhouse
- Floating object detection equipment
- Automatic check lists
- Voyage planning on the basis of direct wave measurements
- Automatic check of GPS position and DR-position
- Automatic anchoring
- Dragging monitor

o Remedial:
- Portable navigation package

•  Ship and Machinery
o Proactive:

- Power distribution
- Separate power rooms
- Double bottom

o Remedial:
- Portable pumps

•  Training
o Proactive:

- Bridge Resource Management training
- Manoeuvring/ Ship handling training
- ECDIS training

o Remedial:
- Training of use of distress management system

•  Own Ship Design
o Proactive:

- Compartmentation / survivability
- Symmetrical flooding
- Reduction free surfaces
- Water level sensors
- Inspecting regime (who, what, where)
- Minimum requirement lateral thrust
- Hull impact resistance
- Identification of Fast Ships (Other ships need to know when they are confronting a HSC.

This is normally not visible from the aspect of the vessel. AIS can provide a method to do
this, but since all ships don’t have an AIS a visible sign is also important.)

o Remedial:
- Improved evacuation systems
- Improved life saving appliances
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•  Traffic and Area Navigation
o Proactive:

- Traffic Separation Scheme
- Monitoring and Traffic management along route (BAFEGIS) by CG/CROSS
- AIS and Long Range Automatic reporting (Long Range reporting facilities using

INMARSAT are considered at this moment. AIS normally works on VHF ranges.)
- Reporting to competent authorities
- Special high-speed corridors
- COLREGS modifications
- Weather warnings
- Dynamic Routing

o Remedial:
- Emergency Towing Vessel
- Helicopters
- Strategic Traffic Image for other vessels (A Strategic Traffic Image is a traffic display in

a Coast Guard or CROSS centre indicating AIS positions as well as Long Range
positions as well as DR positions of other vessels not having AIS on Board)

- Lifeboats near ferry routes (Lifeboats are special equipped vessels of (sometimes) a
charity organisation that proceed to sea in distress situations).

•  Other Vessel Design
o Proactive:

- Radar conspicuity (This is a result of a collision of plastic leisure boat and a fast
catamaran. The crew of the catamaran could not observe the boat on radar.)

2.6.3 RESULTS OF FMECA AND OPTIONS ANALYSIS

The scenarios have a large rating. This rating indicated that these scenarios could be regarded as
important for fast vessels operation. These scenarios are taken as the basis for the determination of
suitable risk control options.
Experts have determined which risk reducing risk control options are the most suitable from the seven
categories described above.
The method that is used to assess risk control options is based on the use of expert’s opinion. For each
risk control option the costs and the risk reduction will be determined. The next step is that the scenarios
are determined where the risk control option is assumed to have effect. The relative frequency of the
scenario is determined. Furthermore an assumption is used with respect to the time that the vessel is
navigating in different situations, such as: “Open seas”, “Coastal waters” and “Port Approaches”.

To assess the best options parameters are chosen for each navigation and hazard situation:

•  Risk weightings (1 to 4)
•  Cost weightings (1 to 4)
•  Criticities of the different situations (1 to 4)
•  Frequency of the exposure to specified situations

To each situation identified under WP2, is associated a factor, so-called criticity factor, the value of which
depends on both the gravity and frequency of the situation.
To each measure (risk reduction option) is associated a factor measuring its impact in terms of a product
of two factors representing the impact and the cost of that measure.

It is then possible to associate to various subsets of situations (open sea, coastal area, port approaches)
performance indices characterizing the impact of each measure or situation belonging to those subsets.
Measures are then ranked according to the performance indices.
The results of calculations the principle of which has just been briefly explained are shown in the
following tables.
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The most suitable measures are improved watch keeping procedures and checklists, ECDIS charts
and their updates, the identification of a Fast Ship, reporting to competent authorities and the
application of high speed corridors. These measures were assessed as effective in risk reduction and
have a low cost level.
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2.6.3.1 OPEN SEA

Calculation of most suitable risk control options for fast vessels
Pot. risk Open seas

scenarios
Measure Description Reduc. Costs R*C K11 K12 K13 total

Criticity 2 3 3
1.1.11 Improved watch keeping procedures 4 4 16 1 1 32.0

2.1.02 AIS in autonomous mode 3 4 12 1 1 24.0
2.1.03 High speed RADAR 4 3 12 1 1 24.0
2.1.10 GPS and DR checks 3 4 12 1 1 24.0
4.1.01 Advanced Deck officer training 3 3 9 1 1 1 24.0
6.1.03 AIS and LR reporting to Coastguards 4 3 12 1 1 24.0
7.1.01 Radar conspicuity 4 3 12 1 1 24.0
1.1.10 Manning levels 4 2 8 1 1 16.0
4.1.03 ECDIS training 2 4 8 1 1 16.0
6.1.05 High speed corridors 4 4 16 1 16.0
2.1.04 ECDIS with radar overlay 4 3 12 1 12.0
6.1.01 TSS 3 4 12 1 12.0
6.1.06 COLREGS modifications 4 3 12 1 12.0
1.1.01 Reduce speed 3 4 12 1 8.0
1.1.02 Wave measurements 3 4 12 1 8.0
2.1.07 Floating object detection 4 2 8 1 8.0
2.1.09 Voyage planning based on wave spectra 3 4 12 1 8.0
5.1.03 Water level sensors in compartments 4 3 12 1 8.0
6.1.07 Weather warnings 3 4 12 1 8.0

The results are that improved watch keeping procedures are the best measures, but also the use of AIS,
high speed radar, integrated navigation equipment that compares dead reckoning with GPS positions,
reporting to competent authorities and advanced deck officer training are seen as important measures.
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2.6.3.2 COASTAL WATERS

Calculation of most suitable risk control options for fast vessels
Pot. risk Coastal water scenarios

Measure Description Reduc. Costs R*C K12 K22 K32 TOTAL
Criticity K 2 2 4

1.1.11 Improved watch keeping procedures 4 4 16 1 1 32.0
2.1.02 AIS in autonomous mode 3 4 12 1 1 24.0
2.1.03 High speed RADAR 4 3 12 1 1 24.0
2.1.10 GPS and DR checks 3 4 12 1 1 24.0
4.1.01 Advanced Deck officer training 3 3 9 1 1 1 24.0
6.1.03 AIS and LR reporting to Coastguards 4 3 12 1 1 24.0
7.1.01 Radar conspicuity 4 3 12 1 1 24.0
1.1.10 Manning levels 4 2 8 1 1 16.0
2.1.04 ECDIS with radar overlay 4 3 12 1 16.0
4.1.03 ECDIS training 2 4 8 1 1 16.0
6.1.05 High speed corridors 4 4 16 1 10.7
1.1.01 Reduce speed 3 4 12 1 8.0
1.1.02 Wave measurements 3 4 12 1 8.0
2.1.01 Redundancy Equipment 3 2 6 1 8.0
2.1.09 Voyage planning based on wave spectra 3 4 12 1 8.0
5.1.03 Water level sensors in compartments 4 3 12 1 8.0
6.1.01 TSS 3 4 12 1 8.0
6.1.06 COLREGS modifications 4 3 12 1 8.0
6.1.07 Weather warnings 3 4 12 1 8.0

The results are that improved watch keeping procedures are the best measures, but also the use of AIS,
high speed radar, integrated navigation equipment that compares dead reckoning with GPS positions,
reporting to competent authorities and advanced deck officer training are seen as important measures. For
coastal waters the radar conspicuity is also a valuable measure.
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2.6.3.3 PORT APPROACHES

Calculation of most suitable risk control options for fast vessels
Pot. risk Port approach

Measure Description Reduc. Costs R*C K13 K23 K33 K43 K53 K63 K73 total
Criticity K 2 2 2 2 4 2 4

6.1.04 Reporting to competent
authorities

4 4 16 1 1 1 1 1 32.0

6.1.05 High speed corridors 4 4 16 1 1 1 1 1 32.0
1.1.01 Reduce speed 3 4 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 27.4
2.1.08 Automatic check lists 4 4 16 1 1 1 1 27.4
6.1.07 Weather warnings 3 4 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 27.4
1.2.01 Distress Management

System
3 4 12 1 1 1 1 1 24.0

6.1.03 AIS and LR reporting to
Coastguards

4 3 12 1 1 1 1 1 24.0

6.1.06 COLREGS modifications 4 3 12 1 1 1 1 1 24.0
1.1.11 Improved watch keeping

procedures
4 4 16 1 1 1 22.9

2.1.05 ECDIS charts with
automatic updates

4 4 16 1 1 1 22.9

4.1.01 Advanced Deck officer
training

3 3 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 20.6

6.1.01 TSS 3 4 12 1 1 1 1 20.6
6.1.02 VTM 3 4 12 1 1 1 1 20.6
5.1.02 Symmetrical flooding 4 2 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 18.3
1.2.02 Escape routes 3 3 9 1 1 1 1 1 18.0
2.1.04 ECDIS with radar overlay 4 3 12 1 1 1 17.1
2.1.06 Head-up display 4 3 12 1 1 1 17.1
6.2.04 Lifeboats 4 2 8 1 1 1 1 1 16.0
1.1.10 Manning levels 4 2 8 1 1 1 1 13.7
2.1.02 AIS in autonomous mode 3 4 12 1 1 13.7
2.1.03 High speed RADAR 4 3 12 1 1 13.7
2.1.10 GPS and DR checks 3 4 12 1 1 13.7

The results are : the reporting to competent authorities and high speed corridors are the best measures but
also the reduction of speed, automatic check lists and weather warnings are seen as important measures.
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2.6.4 WP 5 CONCLUSIONS

This report considers :
•  the set of situations generating rules that have been identified under WP2,
•  the set of measures that are likely to reduce the risks associated to those situations,

then provides a method allowing to rank these measures according to their potential impact on the
situations under consideration.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from the inspection of tables above, together with the sensitivity
tests, are as follows:

•  improved watch keeping
•  Automatic Identification Systems and Long Range Reporting
•  advanced deck officer training
•  automatic identification system in autonomous mode
•  high speed radar

Those measures may be considered as the most efficient.

These results are in keeping with the outcomes of the other FASS work packages namely with respect to
watch keeping and advanced deck officer training.

Remarkably enough, the outcomes of the calculations weakly depend on the assumptions upon which the
method is based. They also weakly depend on the hypothesis related to the relative duration of ship
operations in the open seas, in coastal areas and in port approaches.

Last but not least, and according to the outcomes of WP5, COLREG’s modifications appear in the list of
measures that might have a significant impact on fast ship safety. However they are not included in the
top five series of measures. This means at least that COLREG’s modifications should be carefully
considered prior to being actually implemented.
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3 REGULATION’S IMPROVEMENT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The problem of coexistence on the same surface of vessels sailing at 40 knots and over with the standard
merchants ships sailing mostly between 10 and 20 knots  and the fishing and pleasure boats should be
considered carefully.

Nowadays, the great manœuvrability of the various types of fast ships and the concentration of a large
part of fast ship traffic in area where traffic control from the shore (VTS) is the more advanced are
favourable factors of security. However the risk may be increased with the strain of the merchant
competition and the fact that fast ships officers would become overconfident in the manœuvrability of
their ship.

It would require in Europe very few accidents involving one or two fast passengers ferries with large
casualties for starting a campaign in the media questioning the responsibilities of the European maritime
authorities. In such a situation, under the medias focus, governments may decide unevaluated and
inadequate measures.

3.2 INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS

3.2.1 IN SPITE OF REGULATIONS IMPROVEMENT, ACCIDENTS HAPPEN…

From time to time the organisation of the maritime traffic has to face upsetting situations induced by the
expansion of new ships of which manoeuvre characteristics and commercial constraints bring on specifics
problems:

•  for the crews in charge of the operational improvement,
•  for ships which will meet them at sea.

Deployment of the Fast Ships looks like such a phenomenon, so important and unexpected in the
maritime navigation scope as have been at their coming time on the scene the large tankers or the Ro-Ro
passenger vessels. Concerning the security topic, these types of ships induce specific peculiarities:

•  for large tankers, their size and constraints of manoeuvring, and also the pollution risks bring
about by their cargo,

•  for the Ro-Ro, the forward to stern uncompartimented deck concept, and increased risks for the
human life due to their large capacity of passenger transport.

Special measures related to the above types of vessels had been taken at the level of international
conventions and regulations

•  the SOLAS convention draws special attention to the training of the crews and the
implementation of the ships.(chapter XI: special measures to enhance maritime safety),

•  the COLREG acted the manoeuvring problems the larges tankers have to face (rules 3, 18 & 28
related introducing the notion of vessel constrained by her draught.

Were the taken measures in regulation field not enough efficient or too much belated ? If the problems
were perceived, the run actions taken did not allow to avoid some expensive accidents particularly severe
for human life and environment such as the grounding of the AMOCO CADIZ or the wreckage of the
FREE OF HERALD ENTERPRISE.
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3.2.2 TECHNICS AND PREVENTING REGULATIONS.

Is the lack of experience when a new type of ship appears an insurmountable obstacle to manage efficient
regulations ? One has to face the problem of an early regulation which could be an illusion without
experience, and may be an obstacle to the technical progress. Even if waiting to get some experiences to
make rules is the best way for economy, preservation of human life and maritime environment demand to
try an early regulation and prevent the accidents. Because of the wonderful improvement of the
computers, operational simulation and modern methodology in pondering investigation and analysis
(FMECA for instance) lead to adapt regulations as soon as a technological jump point out.

Fast Ships exit from many years but it seems nowadays that one knows the beginning of a large
deployment of many Fast Ship models of which speed is increasing and size growing. Because of their
speed and the most important use as passenger transportation, the Fast Ships bring

•  more manoeuvring problems than tankers, notably when crossing non accustomed other ships,
•  more problems of prevention (protection ?) of human life than Ro-Ro.

3.3 HSC’s REGULATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

International conventions and regulations with major concerns about fast ships development have to be
identified. The following regulations and conventions appears to be open for an improvement:

•  International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 1974 (SOLAS), consolidated edition,1997 -
1996 & 1997/98 amendments - 1997 resolutions relating to bulk carrier safety.

•  International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for seafarers,
1978. (STCW), publication STCW 95 amended in 1997.- STCW code, parts A &B.

•  The International Code of Safety for High Speed Craft (HSC Code)
•  International Regulations for Preventing Collision at Sea (COLREG)
•  General Provisions on Ships Routeing (ROUTEING) IMO resolution A378(X)

3.4 THE SOLAS CONVENTION

3.4.1 CLASSIFICATION OF A VESSEL AS A FAST SHIP

The risk induced by a ship sailing through a flow of navigation increases when the speed on one hand, the
weight on the other hand, of the ship increase. So, with nearly the same ability to manœuvre, a 10.000
gross tons ship at 30 knots will induce a greater risk than a 2 000 gross tons ship at the same speed, and a
5 000 gross tons ship will induce a greater risk at speed of 35 knots than at speed of 25 knots.

Referring to the SOLAS chapter X Para 1 definition, a ship will be include in the HSC class when the
ratio linking her speed (S) and displacement (∆)=will satisfied the following formula:

S ≤≤≤≤ 3.7 ∆∆∆∆ 
0,1667

 (m/s)

Using the above formula one is led:
•  to include a 2 000 tons/25 knots ship in the HSC class,
•  and not to include a 10 000 tons/30 knots ship,

and the 2 000 tons ship, keeping a speed of 25 knots, will leave the HSC class if her weight increases a
little.

With regard to the question of the safety of the navigation the HSC Code formula is of no use to define a
class of ‘Fast Ships’ related to their speed and maybe their displacement. So we are faced to the question
of a new definition of Fast Ships included in the COLREG.
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3.4.2 SAFETY OF NAVIGATION - ROUTEING'S

Chapter V Safety of navigation Para 8 routeing defines the aim of the ship routeing's system of which
the comments are given in the following paragraph 7.

3.4.3 SAFETY MEASURES FOR HIGH-SPEED-CRAFT

Chapter X identifies a HSC for passengers as a craft which does not proceed in the course of its voyage
more than 4 h at operational speed from a place of refuge

Comments on the classification of a vessel as a HSC related to her speed and weight  are inserted in the
above paragraph 2.7.4.1

3.5 THE STCW CONVENTION AND CODE

STCW convention and code entered into force in 1999.

Contents regarding fast ships:

STCW convention:
•  Resolution 1 Chapter V - Special training requirements for personnel on certain types of ships.
•  Resolution 5 - Training in crisis management and human behaviour for personnel serving on

board Ro-Ro passenger ships.
•  Resolution 6 - Training of personnel on passenger ships.

STCW code:
•  Part A -contains mandatory provisions to which specific reference is made in the annex to the

STCW convention. It gives the minimum standards required;
•  Part B - contains recommended guidance intended to assist Parties to the STCW convention;

measures suggested are not mandatory.

3.6 THE HSC CODE

High Speed Craft classification is given by the SOLAS convention. (Correct ?)
A Fast Ship, the speed and weight characteristics of which do not respond to the HSC classification, has
solely to cope with the SOLAS convention. Fast ships and HSC are vessels vulnerable to the risks of
navigation in the same ways. So the rules related to the equipment for a safe navigation in SOLAS and
HSC regulations that is to say:

•  SOLAS: Ch V - Safety of navigation
•  HSC Code: Ch 13 -Navigational equipment

shall be in accordance.

3.7 THE COLREG’S

3.7.1 THE SAFE SPEED PROBLEM

The 1972 regulations introduced an entirely new rule about the safe speed which apply in all conditions of
visibility. The term ‘safe speed’ has not been used in the previous regulations where the term of
‘moderate speed’ was only related to the conditions of restricted visibility. The wording of COLREG’s
Rule 6 and its location in the whole text with respect to the other rules should leave no doubt that the
setting of a safe speed is a prerequisite in all conditions of visibility.
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Fast ships were not the concern in the seventies but the quick increasing of the size and displacement of
new build ships. To day we see an augmentation of the number of fast ships and the increasing of their
speed and size.
So one will have a growing number of:

•  encounters of two and more fast ships reducing the delay to act for the officers on the watch
•  encounters of fast ships with standard ships whose officers have no practice of such situations.

A policy of safety related to the navigation of fast ship would include four parts:

•  definition of the domain to deal with related to the speed of the ships, the number of passengers,
even the size and displacement,

•  characteristics of equipment of navigation including radar sets and electronic navigational aids
which have effects on the watch arrangement

•  specific lights and electronic equipment for identification,
•  ability of watch team and particularly the officer on the watch
•  specific areas conditioned by a large fast traffic and VTS aids.

As the FMCA trial shows it (WP5) and the whole study confirms, safety problems which
demand a pertinent examination of international regulations and conventions are related to :

•  improvements in the organisation of the deck workload and the training of the watch
keepers.

•  sophistication of the electronic equipments, radar, ECDIS and communications,
•  anti collision regulations.

3.7.2 THE RULES

3.7.2.1 RULE 3 GENERAL DEFINITIONS
The HSC Code is unsatisfactory to define a fast ship.
Related to radar equipment the HSC Code makes a distinction between ships carrying more than 450
passengers or less than 450 passengers. May be this distinction is inopportune referring to navigation
safety.
Isn’t a new definition of the term ‘fast ship’ opportune in the text of this rule?

3.7.2.2 RULE 5 LOOK-OUT
There is no specifically recommendations about the radar look-out.
The HSC Code requires a HSC to be fitted at least with a radar working in X band, and a HSC able to
transport more than 450 passengers should be fitted with at least two radar plants ”
The number of radar equipments does not presume of the radar look-out efficiency, i.e. if there is only
one people to assume the watch. No use of the second radar is defined and its ability seems to be only a
spare of the first one, in case of failure.

3.7.2.3 RULE 6 SAFE SPEED
This rule does not appear to call for an amendment. In its present drafting it calls for improvement of the
HSC Code and STCW.

3.7.2.4 RULE 7 RISK OF COLLISION
Present drafting: ‘Proper use shall be made of radar equipment if fitted and operational, etc.’
There is nothing about the necessity to have at disposal a fitted and operational radar equipment to
maintain a fast ship at full speed when close quarter situation are unavoidable.
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3.7.2.5 RULE 8 ACTION TO AVOID COLLISION
This rule does not appear to call for an amendment.
Present drafting of paragraph (c):
‘If there is sufficient sea room, alteration of course alone may be the most effective action to avoid a
close-quarters situation, provided that it is made in good time , is substantial and does not result in
another close-quarters situation.’
calls for an improvement of the HSC Code and of the STCW relating to radar fitted with automatic
avoiding collision equipment as ARPA, and the ability of the officers on the watch to use properly and
quickly those equipments.

3.7.2.6 RULE 10 TRAFFIC SEPARATION SCHEMES
In areas of convergences of a large traffic of fast ship the risk of collision is questioning about the
organisation and control of those areas and the introduction of this type of regulation in the Routeings.

3.7.2.7 RULE 23 POWER DRIVEN VESSELS UNDERWAY (LIGHTS AND SHAPES)
A specific light allowing to identify a fast ship at the range of visibility of the masthead lights (6 NM)
would be a useful to avoid close-quarter situations.

3.8 THE ROUTEING'S

The ship's routeing system developed in application of the regulation 8 of the convention took a particular
value because of risks induced by the tankers in dense traffic flow areas or narrow passages.

SOLAS, Chapter V Safety of navigation, Regulation 8: Ships’ routeing
Ships’ routeing systems contribute to safety of life , safety and efficiency of navigation, an/or
protection on the maritime environment. Ships’ routeings system are recommended for use by,
and may be made mandatory for all ships, certain categories of ships or ships carrying certain
cargoes, when adopted and implemented in accordance with the guidelines and criteria
developed by the Organisation (IMO)

COLREG’s, rule 10 Traffic Separation Schemes
•  This rule applies to Traffic Separation Schemes adopted by the Organisation and does not

relieve any vessel of her obligations under any other rule.
•  A vessel using a Traffic Separation Scheme shall:etc.

The above extracts show the given possibilities of this system. It is the means to disunite when necessary
slow and fast traffics and to assume particularly a protection of the leisure traffic.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Looking briefly backwards to the FASS project we would like first to recapitulate the main conclusions
that have been drawn up in the various parts of this report.

We will terminate this presentation of the results of the FASS project by a few general considerations.

Maritime High Speed Transport within Europe waters has recently reached a stage of development where
the presence within the same sea area of ships of very different characteristics (fast vessels - conventional
ships - leisure crafts) may generate risky situations that could not be kept under control.

� Work package 1 has analysed in detail the growth of HSC throughout Europe. It has recognised the main
features of fast ferry traffic in European waters. It drawn the attention to the lack of detection capability
of fast vessels on board equipment as well as to the absence of procedures by means of which personnel
responsible of fast vessels operations could be certified.

� Navigational situations which may occur at sea have been categorised and assessed within the frame of
Work package 2 in two ways :

•  through formal safety assessment (FSA)
•  through fast simulation.

With respect to FSA, and recently to the IMO guidelines for FSA application to the IMO rule making
process, a Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analyses (FMECA) was used as a hazard identification
technique. It led to define 13 subsets of situations of maximum criticity likely to happen in the open seas
(3 sets of situations), in port approaches (7 sets of situations), in coastal areas (3 sets of situations). These
results have been further processed within work package 5 taking account of the potential for risks
mitigation of a series of risk reduction options already considered in a study carried out on behalf of the
UK Maritime Safety Agency.

With respect to fast simulation, the work consisted in representing on a PC screen, the movements of a
number of vessels including fast ships whose mathematical models were available.

No problems were faced with respect to conventional ship models. With regard to fast vessels only one
model of monohull has been used.

Each simulation was developed according to a predefined set of scenarios allowing to :

•  identify the fast ship domain
•  evaluate the work load of shipmasters
•  recognise manoeuvres intended to avoid obstacles
•  assess the level of risk of collision in crossing and head on situations.

Simulation runs led to the following conclusions :

•  Significant information on fast and conventional ships domain may be obtained through
simulations performed according to appropriate scenarios.

•  Facing a risk of collision with a container, a HSC whose characteristics would be that of the
model would avoid a collision provided that :
o the obstacle is detected beyond ½ NM
o the watch officer get sight beyond  1/3 NM.
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•  In head on situations speed is an aggravating factor with respect to the consequences of wrong
manoeuvres.

•  In crossing situations according to the benefit of speed the HSC masters are inclined to
manoeuvre early even when the fast vessel is in a position to become the stand on vessel. Masters
of standard ferries are used to get minimal distance of 1 NM at the CPA. HSC masters try to get a
minimal distance of 1.5 NM in the same conditions.

� Work package 3 objective was :

•  to define operational procedures relevant to the manoeuvres of fast vessels,
•  to assess through simulation the flexibility and efficiency of the proposed operational procedures.

The determination of adapted operational procedures presupposes that fast ships are equipped with
appropriate sensors. The requirements for navigational equipment such as radar, gyroscope, GPS, echo
sounder, speed and distance measurement, right vision enhancement equipment and AIS transponders
were discussed. This led to complete provisions already set up in regulatory documents4 with suggestions
with respect to the carriage in a next future of more adequate pieces of equipment.

Based on the assumption that HSC will be so fitted, operational procedures have been designed according
to the provisions of the ISM code :

a) for own ship key operations
b) to respond to potential emergency situations.

Procedures listed as in a) are composed of check lists (7) and procedures for passage planning (4).

Procedures to respond to own ship emergencies encompass : both the own ships and foreign ship
emergencies.

Own ship emergencies are :
•  collisions
•  hitting a floating object
•  grounding
•  man overboard
•  loss of propulsion
•  loss of steering.

Foreign ship emergencies are :
•  man overboard
•  approaching procedure for a vessel not under command
•  search and rescue procedure.

Scenarios for the assessment of the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed operational procedures were
implemented on the SUSAN full bridge simulator in Hamburg. The simulation facilities allowed for
assessing the influence of variations affecting the following parameters :

•  rules of the road
•  type of fast ship
•  sea area
•  speed of vessels involved in the simulated traffic
•  time of day

                                                     
4 HSC code, IMO resolutions, IEC and ISO standards.
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•  visibility
•  radar detection distance.

Simulation runs were performed in two phases. In a first phase only students and professors of the ISSUS
institute were involved so as to constitute a team of internal experts fully conversant with the operation of
fast vessels in various contexts.

In the second phase simulation runs were performed in the presence of a team of 15 external experts
acting as evaluators of the procedure performance.

Models of standardised procedures were designed and tested allowing to conclude that well defined and
standardised procedures would significantly contribute to reduce the work load of the officer on the watch
and would eliminate confusion resulting from the proliferation of inconsistent documents.

� Work package 4 general objective was to determine which kind of training tools could be resorted to, to
make sure that given the current and predicted work load on the bridge, fast vessel officers on the watch
have actually got the appropriate levels of knowledge and skills.

On the basis of a set of training requirements taking account of the outcomes of work package 3, a
prototype of a simulator allowing to record the reactions of officers on the watch was built up by SINDEL
and implemented using the Warshash University Centre facilities.

The group of experts acting as assessors of the prototype tests, agreed that simulators derived from it
would provide significant help to HSC officers on the watch especially if they were tailored to suit :

•  type / size of craft
•  area of operation
•  equipment training.

It was recognised that such tools would efficiently support learning and practising standardised
procedures as worked out in work package 4.

� Finally Work package 5 considered fast ship safety in the light of the FSA methodology. As recalled
above work package 2.1 had identified the most dangerous navigational situations where HSC are
exposed to risks. Using as reference the list of measures (risk control options) that might reduce risks
inherent to the situations, we developed an algorithm allowing :

•  to assign to each measure a ''performance index'' characterising the efficiency of the  measure
with respect to the situation under consideration,

•  to calculate performances indexes characterising the efficiency of a measure relatively to a given
set of situations.

Repeated tests of the algorithm sensitivity allowed to check that in spite of the subjectivity of the
assumptions on which the method is based, results remain stable against variations in values of such
descriptive parameters as : frequencies, costs, risk reductions.

In this context it was felt particularly significant that :
•  the nine most efficient measures are identical whatever the situation develops in the open sea / on

coastal waters5,
•  in no situation, COLREG's modification gets a significant mark, leading to think that it is not a

measure to be dealt with in priority.

                                                     
5 The first two best means being : improved watch keeping procedures and AIS in autonomous modes.
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The method finally provides means to filter sets of measures likely to influence situations and to identify
the restricted set of measures which should give place to more in depth comparisons through for instance
cost benefit analysis.

� To conclude the brief review of the main outcomes of the FASS project, it may be appropriate to draw the
attention of the reader to the point that the FASS project is by essence limited.

It is clear enough in particular that given the time and budget constraints, the FASS project had to accept
limitations in the representation of real life that are inherent to fast simulation.

For the same reason the FASS project programme of work could not include carrying out cost benefit
analyses as they are recommended in the IMO guidelines for FSA.

More generally the FASS project considered fast ship safety from a purely navigational standpoint.
Obviously fast ship safety depends to a large extent on quite a number of other factors such as for
instance the quality of the ship's structure.

Whatever it may be, the FASS project draws the attention on the complexity of a situation resulting from
the irreversible development of new technologies. They have now reached the stage of maturity. They
actually respond to a growing transport demand.

The FASS consortium has noted as a significant sign of interest in co-ordinated research on the topic at
European level, the fact that the Vth  framework programme provides ample room for tackling the matter
at a larger scale in the next future.
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